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E2B is a Russian helicopter simulator, developed by the Bulgarian company
Raging Thunder. Several game engine developers have contributed to the

code, such as Microsoft Game Studio engine partners: Bluehole Studio, Blitz
Games Studio and The Fish eXperience. Because the source code is not

available to the public, it is estimated by engine developers that E2B has been
used for more than 100,000 missions. What is E2B? The simulator is based on
the Medusa helicopter. Unlike other helicopter flight simulation programs, the
player is not given a cockpit, as both the pilot and co-pilot sit in the cockpit
with the driver, and are in the same mental state. Development history The
first versions of the first E2B appeared in the year 2000. It was developed as
an add-on for the Microsoft Flight Simulator 2002. From 2002 to 2012, it was
available only for that game and then appeared in a patch for the Microsoft
Flight Simulator 2004. Features E2B comes in two editions: Standard and
Premium. The difference between these editions is only in the price. The

vehicles there are as follows: European versions: Mi-8 Hip; Mi-8MTV2 (used in
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Russian armed forces); Mi-8TES, Mi-26T, Mi-28N; Mi-24, Mi-24V (NATO); Mi-28N
(NATO); Mi-24-90 (NATO); Mi-28H (NATO); Mi-35M. Oceania versions: FAB (FAB

stands for French-Armee de l'Air) versions: Aérospatiale Harrier GR3 (first
three are used in the French Air Force). Fairchild Metroliner III. Dassault/CASA
CN235 Super Puma. CASA CN235 Super Puma (used in the Mexican military)
Game engine The game is rendered in Microsoft's proprietary World Space

Technology (WST) 3D engine. It is the successor of the WST 2D engine, which
was used in the original Microsoft Flight Simulator and in Microsoft's Freelance

series. References External links Category:Microsoft Flight Simulator
Category:Windows-only freeware Category:Flight simulation video games

Category:Video games developed in Bulgaria Category:
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